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Best friends and flatmates Foxy-T and Ruji-Babes run the E-Z Call Telephone and Internet shop in the heart of
Bangladeshi East London. It's a twelve-hour day running the E-Z Call and Foxy-T and Ruji-Babes don't get
out much, but they have each other and eat their take-outs by candlelight . . . And all seems cool until Zafar
Iqbal turns up on their doorstep looking for his grandad. Fresh from Feltham Young Offenders Centre and
with a taste for the weed, Zafar's presence rapidly upsets the balance at the E-Z Call . . . ‘One of the best
London novels you'll ever get to read.’ Toby Litt, Sunday Herald ‘This is, in fact, the best book that has ever
been written about Brick Lane.’ Roy Moxham, ‘Five Books’, The Browser ‘this affectionate tale may tell you
more about love, longing and ambition in the inner city than a dozen official reports. Indeed, some readers
would argue that it captures the flavour of Asian lives in London E1 with more inside-track relish than another
novel of 2003: Monica Ali’s Brick Lane.’ Boyd Tonkin, Independent ‘In Foxy-T he excels himself.
[...] With vivid economy White describes young Bangladeshis’ domestic, business and street life in
intelligent, beautifully sustained prose. Coherent and compelling, the novel has a wonderful, if slightly tricky,
denouement which made me grin with surprised admiration. Rejecting familiar influences of the past 20 years,
White joins a handful of contemporary writers who are proving that the novel has never been more alive. He is

a serious, engaging voice of the modern city.’ Michael Moorcock, Guardian ‘One of this year’s key novels [...]
an ingenious, beautifully crafted, thrillingly contemporary love story set in the Bangladeshi east end and
narrated in that area’s distinctive patois [...] A complex, clever book whose future status as a GCSE set text
must be assured.’ Time Out

